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Abstract Novel computing paradigms, e.g. the Cloud,
introduce new requirements with regard to access control such as utilisation of historical information and continuity of decision. However, these concepts may introduce an additional level of complexity to the underpinning model, rendering its definition and verification a
cumbersome and prone to errors process. Using a formal
language to specify a model and formally verify it may
lead to a rigorous definition of the interactions amongst
its components, and the provision of formal guarantees
for its correctness. In this paper, we consider a case
study where we specify a formal model in TLA+ for
both a policy-neutral and policy-specific UseCON usage control model. Through that, we anticipate to shed
light in the analysis and verification of usage control
models and policies by sharing our experience when using TLA+ specific tools.
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1 Introduction
Access control systems offer the mechanisms to control
and limit the actions or operations that are performed
by a user or process – referred to as subjects – on a set
of system objects. Based on a set of existing policy rules
an authorisation process is required to take a decision
for granting or denying a subject to access an object in
a system. Thus, access control systems are considered
to be amongst the most critical of security components.
Their importance is highlighted in a special publication
by NIST, where formal verification for various access
control policies is proposed for application [12].
New computing paradigms, e.g. the Cloud [7], require further investigation of access control systems.
This eventually introduces the need for models, e.g. usage control [9], to cope with complex high-level requirements set by new computing paradigms. Usage control
models provide an integration of access control, digital
rights, and trust management, which may be applicable
in environments such as the Cloud. To achieve this integration, usage control models support additional concepts, e.g. utilisation of historical information and continuity of decision. By utilising historical information,
the allowance of a usage does not depend only on the
participant’s properties, but also on the previous usages
that have been exercised, resulting in a dynamic usage
control model. Continuity of decision considers that access to an object is no longer an instantaneous access
or action, but it may last for sometime. Consequently,
decision factors are evaluated not only before (i.e. preauthorisation), but also during the exercise of an access
(i.e. ongoing-authorisation), and evolve the concept of
access control to that of usage control.
Formal methods have proven to be particularly useful in the process of system design and software devel-
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opment [2]. With regard to usage control models, temporal logic can be used to provide unambiguous semantics of the functions supported by the models, such as
utilisation of historical information of usages and continuity of decision [17]. Usage control systems are concurrent and characterised by non-determinism due to
the potential of a subject to arbitrarily request or terminate the use of an object. As discussed in [32], a number of usage control formal models are limited to the
specification of a single use, which is isolated and has
no interference with other uses. UseCON [9] is a usage
model that provides enhanced expressiveness compared
to existing access/usage control models and applicable
in new computing paradigms [9]. This is achieved by
introducing the use entity that is the theoretical representation of a real-world usage exercised by a subject on
an object. Therefore, by utilising information from uses,
the UseCON model is capable of taking into consideration historical data during the usage control decision
process.
In our case study, we selected to use the enhanced
version of Temporal Logic of Actions (TLA+ ) [16] in order to specify UseCON and further analyse and verify
the proposed model using TLA+ tools, i.e. TLA+ Toolbox. TLA+ has been selected over other specification
languages (e.g. Alloy) due to its support of temporal
quantifiers and reliance on the notion of actions to express dynamism. Although dynamic properties may be
supported by Alloy, that may be an error-prone task
since dynamism has to be modelled explicitly by the
user [19].
In [6], we have defined and verified the core operations of UseCON. In this paper, we provide a specification of the policy-neutral UseCON model that does not
include any constraints on the number of requested uses
(which was set in [6] to a maximum of 3). Furthermore,
we provide policy-specific examples based on the two
supported authorisation models in UseCON, and we
also introduce faults in the previous examples. We further analyse and verify the new specifications through
the extended use of TLA+ Toolbox. Specifically, the
TLC model checker was used for a) the verification of
the model’s internal management procedures (for the
policy-neutral UseCON model); b) the verification of
a list of properties for the policy-specific examples; c)
the successful detection of the introduced faults in the
policies.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows:
Section 2 elaborates on related work (i.e. usage control
models and verification) and provides a comparison of
that with our approach. Section 3 provides necessary
background information on the UseCON model and
the TLA+ specification language. Section 4 presents
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a TLA+ specification of UseCON. Section 5 provides
examples of UseCON-supported access control policies
formalised with TLA+ . In Section 6, we verify the specified models and policies; elaborate on the detection
of introduced faults in the policies; and provide performance results of the TLC model checker. Section 7
concludes the paper.
2 Related work
A number of formal definitions for usage control models have been specified to express the newly introduced
concepts (e.g. continuity of decision, use of historical
information) in the usage decision making process. A
model defined in [33] by Zhang et al. was specified using TLA to highlight the enhanced expressiveness of
UCON compared to existing models. In general, a first
task when specifying a system is to choose what part
of a system will be specified and then decide on the abstraction level of that specification. Thus, atomicity is
an important aspect of that level of abstraction, with
grain of atomicity described to be ‘... the choice of what
system changes are represented as a single step of a behaviour.’ [16]. The grain of atomicity in Zhang’s et al.
specification is set at the internal actions of the model,
separating the actions that update the state of a usage
from those that update the attribute value of an entity.
The specification described in [33] assumes a single usage process, and thus, it may raise questions with regard to the operational phase of usage control systems,
when considering multiple usages running concurrently.
In [35] [36] Zhang et al. investigate a safety problem
related to the creation of new objects in a UCON system. The defined formal model permits the existence of
multiple usages. However, it sets the grain of atomicity
to that of an entire usage to eliminate the impact of concurrent operations into the internal state transitions of
the usage states. The language used to specify the system appears to be a Z-like language. Both specifications
proposed by Zhang et al. are capable of expressing not
only the model itself, but also the policies supported
by the specified models, which is achieved by specifying
both the authorisation predicates and attribute update
procedures.
A specification of a usage control model was developed in [14] by Janicke et al. to support the need for
continuous on-going scenarios. Specifically, within an
initial usage (i.e. a session), a number of ’internal’ usage requests may be performed. The latter is required
to be labelled by atomic actions to support immediate
revocation of usages. This specification is developed in
Interval Temporal Logic (ITL) [4] and supports concurrent usages only within sessions. An additional formal
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Table 1 Comparison of UseCON with related work
Model
Zhang et al.
[33]
Zhang et al.
[35] [36]
Janicke et al.
[14]
Martinelli et al.
[20]
UseCON
[6]

Main
attributes
Single usage
process
Component
creation
Series of
usages in a session
Define activities
in a UCON process
Extended
expressiveness

Ongoing
Yes
Yes
Yes

Concurrency
No

Yes
Yes

Yes
(session)
No

Yes

Yes

No

model based on the POlicy Language based on Process
Algebra (POLPA) is presented in [20]. This specification presents only the basic features of UCON and does
not deal with any concurrency issues or present policy
implementation paradigms. Properties that may be verifiable in the above models appear to be missing from
both [14] and [20].
In [33], both the expressiveness and flexibility of
the usage control model were presented through several
policies (e.g. RBAC, Chinese Wall). The formal model
in [35] studied the safety problem in usage control, concluding that only a very restricted pre-authorization
subset of usage control models may support the safety
problem. Work in [27] also examined the safety problem
in UCON policies, which appears to generalise the restrictions imposed by [35]. Specifically, the specification
proposed in [27] permits the concurrent execution of usages and allows attribute values to get values over infinitive domains using an algebraic structure. A comparison of UseCON’s capabilities described in [6] against
the above mentioned work is depicted in Table 1.
A first attempt to formally verify usage control policies with a model checker is presented in [25]. Specifically, a formal model of simple usage control policies using an extension of Linear Temporal Logic (LTL). Policies were verified using the NuSMV model checker [5].
The authors in [26] verified a policy implementation of a
usage control system using the SPIN model checker [10].
The implementation was designed for a Web based conference management application and supports concurrent applications through a common communication
channel. However, the usage scenario lacks of support
for ongoing rules. Separation of duties policies in usage
control are studied in [18], where initially they define
a set-based specification of separation of duty policies
and then they adapt it to attribute values of usage control. This resulted in the application of already existing
static mutually exclusive attribute (SMER) constraints.

Grain of
atomicity
Internal
actions
Single
usage
Internal
actions
Internal
actions
Internal
actions

Fairness

Policy

Language

No

Yes

TLA

Model
checker
No

No

Yes

Z-like

Custom

No

No

ITL

No

No

Yes

POLPA

No

Yes

Yes

TLA+

TLC

3 Background
In this section, we give an overview of UseCON and
provide a specification of it in TLA+ . The reasons for
selecting TLA+ and the TLC model checker are mentioned in the introduction section. In addition to that,
a complementary reason for selecting TLA+ lies in the
fact that based on our personal experience, we find
TLA+ to be a versatile language that may be used by
both researchers and engineers, and thus may facilitate
the development of access control systems.

3.1 An Overview of UseCON
The UseCON model is composed of three entities, namely subjects, objects, and actions. These three entities, together with uses, are the core components of
UseCON. Decision factors in UseCON are the attribute
dependent authorisations and the usage dependent authorisations.
Subjects and objects are fundamental concepts, proposed already by access control models. Specifically, a
subject is an entity that requests the execution of an
operation on object entities. An action entity represents the novel and complicated operations imposed
by new computing paradigms. All the security relevant characteristics, including related contextual information of subjects, objects, and actions are described
through their attributes. An example of an action entity
could be a money transfer operation from a bank account, where the attributes describe the amount being
transferred, the date of the transaction, the currency,
etc.
A core component of the UseCON model is the use
component, which represents the security related semantics of a usage. A use, is created when a subject requests the execution of an action on an object where (s,
o, a) are the direct entities, while the rest are the indirect entities of the usage. A use is described through at-
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tributes that record the detailed security-relevant characteristics and capabilities that are associated with the
requested usage. Each use is further associated with a
‘state’ attribute, which embodies the status of the usage in progress (see Figure 1). The ‘state’ attribute is
assigned each time one of the following values:
– Init: The usage has not been requested by a subject
yet.
– Requested: Upon request for a usage, the appropriate attributes are associated with the use and
proper values are assigned to them. The pre-authorisation policy rules, which govern the requested usage, have not been evaluated yet.
– Denied: The requested usage has been denied, because it failed to satisfy the pre-authorisation rules.
– Activated: The requested usage has been allowed,
as a result of successfully fulfilled pre-authorisation
policy rules, and is being executed.
– Terminated: The allowed/ongoing usage has been
terminated by the system due to a violation of an
ongoing authorisation rule.
– Completed: The usage that has been completed due
to a subject’s intervention.
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also because these criteria can be related to either direct or indirect entities or even to any subset of the
usage control system entities, e.g. a bank should issue
new loans to a customer if and only if the sum of the
existing loans of all customers is lower than a given
amount. Moreover, UseCON inherently supports the
utilisation of historical information of usages through
use entities. Consequently, there is a strict distinction
between the functional components of the internal usage control model (e.g. creation and state transition
actions of use entities) and the components that define
the specific policy implementations of the model (e.g.
the creation of the usage decision — policy rules).
3.2 Specifications in TLA+

A system’s specification in TLA+ follows the Standard
Model, which is the description of a set of behaviours
each representing a possible execution of the system.
Every TLA+ specification is composed of predicates,
actions and temporal formulas.
Specifically, a predicate is a boolean-valued expression built from variables and constants and is evaluated
An authorisation is the only decision factor in UseCON. on a state. The evaluation of a predicate in a state is
However, for the creation of a usage decision, the UseCON performed by calculating the predicate expression with
the assigned values of the included variables in this
model utilises three criteria, i.e. the properties of the
state. A formal definition following [15] is:
entities, contextual information, and historical information about usages. Therefore, authorisations are cates[[p]] , p(∀ ‘u’ : s[[u]]/u)
gorised into Attribute dependent Authorisations (AdAs)
and Usage dependent Authorisations (UdAs) as follows:
where p(∀‘u’ : s[[u]]/u) denotes the evaluation of predicate p by substituting every variable u with the as– Contextual information and properties that describe
signed value in state s (s[[u]]). If a predicate p is evalan entity are associated with the corresponding enuated as true in state s it denotes that predicate p is
tity’s attributes. The values of these attributes in
satisfied in state s.
turn are utilised by AdAs policy rules for the creAn action denotes a relation between pairs of states
ation of a usage decision.
of the system (denoted as system steps). A step is a
– Historical information of usages is utilised by UdAs.
pair of successive states. An action is a boolean-valued
Specifically, in UseCON, uses can record all the inexpression built from constants, primed and unprimed
formation regarding the previous or concurrent usvariables. Primed variables refer to next states while
ages exercised in the system. Consequently, an UdA
unprimed refer to previous states of a step. A formal
policy rule utilises the historical information condefinition of actions follows:
tained into the use attribute values to allow or deny
a usage request.
s[[a]]t , a(∀ ‘u’ : s[[u]]/u, t[[u]]/u 0 )
Integrating authorisations with continuity of decision results into two UseCON sub-models. These are
the pre-authorisations and the ongoing-authorisations
sub-models. The UseCON elements and the relations
between them are depicted in Figure 2.
UseCON is an expressive model, as required by the
new computing paradigms, not only due to the fact that
is able to utilise all the three criteria (i.e. contextual information, properties and historical information), but

We say that action a satisfies states s,t, or that s,t is
an a-step if the evaluation of the action, with unprimed
variables assigned value from state s and primed variables assigned value from state t, is true. A predicate
can be considered as a special action that is evaluated
only on the first state of a step.
A temporal formula in TLA+ is a Boolean valued
expression that is evaluated on behaviours. More specifically, a temporal formula F is composed by action and
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Fig. 1 Accomplishment status of a single usage

Fig. 2 UseCON usage control system

predicates combined with logical and temporal operators. An action / predicate can be considered as a
special temporal formula that is evaluated on the first
step / state of the behaviour. Some of the fundamental
temporal operators in TLA+ follow:
– Always . The formula F must satisfy every suffix of the behaviour. The semantics of the always
temporal operator follows:
< s0 , s1 , . . . > [[F ]] , ∀n ≥ 0 : < sn , sn+1 , . . . > [[F ]]
where the , operator utilised in an expression id ,
exp defines id to be synonymous with the expression exp. Replacing id by exp does not change the
meaning of the specification.
– Eventually ♦. The formula F must satisfy some states
of the behaviour. The semantics or eventually can
be defined by utilising the always temporal operator
as follows:
♦F , ¬¬F
– Leads to ;. The formula F ; G asserts that whenever F is true, G is eventually true. That is G is
true at the same time with F or sometime later.

The leads to operator can be defined utilising the
previous temporal operators as:
F ; G , (F =⇒ ♦G)
Consequently, all the accepted behaviours of a system can be specified in TLA+ with a temporal formula
called specification of the following form:
Spec , Init ∧ Next
where Init is a predicate and Next is an action.
A behaviour satisfies Spec if the first state of the behaviour satisfies Init and every consequent step satisfies
Next. However, a well-defined specification should allow
stuttering steps (steps that leave the system variables
unchanged). Thus, the specification has the following
form:
Spec , Init ∧ [Next]<v 1,...,vn>

(1)

where [Next]<v1 ,...,vn > is defined as:
[Next]<v1 ,...,vn > , Next ∨ ((v10 = v1 ) ∧ . . . ∧ (vn0 = vn ))
Formula (1) demands that the transition from one
state to another is either a Next-step or a stuttering
step that leaves the system variables unchanged.
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However, the TLA+ specification expressed in (1),
also describes behaviours that may stop at any point,
including a behaviour that starts in a valid initial state
and takes no step. The weak fairness property of the
action Next (denoted as WFvars (Next)) asserts that behaviours are not allowed to stop in a state in which
Next action is enabled (Action A is enabled in a state
s if there exists a state t such that s → t is a A-step).
Therefore, the specification of a system that permits
stuttering steps and supports the weak fairness property for action Next has the following form:
Spec , Init ∧ [Next]<v1 ,...,vn > ∧ WFvars (Next)
A property in TLA+ is described together with a
system’s specification and has the form of an invariant or a temporal formula. An invariant is a predicate
that is evaluated on a system state. Consequently, an
invariant holds on a system specification, if and only if,
every state of all the behaviours of a system satisfy that
predicate. Moreover, a temporal formula is evaluated on
a system behaviour. Consequently, a temporal formula
hold on a specification, if and only if, it is satisfied by
all the behaviours of the system.
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To verify the model it is required to assign values to
SID, OID and AID, using expressions of the following
form:
AID = {“aid1”, “aid2”, . . , “aidn”}
OID = {“oid1”, “oid2”, . . , “oidn”}
SID = {“sid1”, “sid2”, . . , “sidn”}
In UseCON attributes can be assigned to subjects,
objects and actions to provide additional characteristics
to them through their attribute value. However, the usage control system does not modify automatically the
attribute value of system entities. Thus, attribute values of system entities are proposed to be updated manually by the usage control administration model, which
is not covered by the proposed specification. Therefore,
each of the subjects, objects and actions are represented
in the specification by a single value, i.e. sid, oid and
aid, respectively. As it is highlighted by their specification, subjects, objects and actions have a similar role
in the UseCON specification. Therefore, onward in this
paper, we use the term entity to refer to a subject,
object or action. Moreover, the set of entities (E) is
described as follows

4 Specification of UseCON in TLA+

E =S ∪O ∪A

In the following, we provide a formal specification of
the UseCON model in TLA+ . This includes the specification of UseCON’s main elements, decision making
rules, and procedures for managing use elements. Furthermore, we describe two transition systems (TS ) of
UseCON, i.e. one TS for the pre and one TS for the ongoing authorisation model, which are used for supporting concurrent operations amongst uses in UseCON.

A usage request in UseCON results into the creation
of a use. A tuple composed of the identity values of the
subject, object and action participating in the usage (i.e.
sid, oid and aid, respectively) uniquely identifies a single use and it is denoted as the uid of that use. The set
of use identifiers (UID) is the cartesian product of the
SID, AID and OID, defined as follows:
∆

UID = (SID × AID × OID)

A use in UseCON represents a request to execute an
action (a) from a subject (s) on an object (o). Every
s, a, and o is characterised by a unique identification
value called sid, aid and oid, respectively. The sets SID,
AID, and OID contain all the unique identification values for subjects, actions and objects that are used in
the usage control system. The values of SID, AID and
OID remain the same throughout the lifetime of the
usage control system and the are declared as sets with
constant values in the specification with the following
declaration:

The characteristics of a use are represented through
attribute values. More specifically, every use must contain a status attribute to represent the current status
of a use. Its value may be one of the following: ‘init’,
‘requested’, ‘activated’, ‘denied’, and ‘completed’ for the
preUseCON authorisation model;in the ongoing authorisation model, the ‘denied’ value is replaced by ‘terminated’. Thus, the set of uses that instantiate usage
requests from subjects s to objects o for actions a is a
TLA+ function U having UID set as its domain and
range the set of records USES with a status field.
The set of records that specify the use entities is
defined in TLA+ as follows:

constants SID, OID, AID

USES = [status : USTATUS ]

4.1 Main Elements

∆
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and USTATUS is the set with all the status attribute
values and it is defined for the pre-authorisation model
as:

∆

USTATUS = {“init”, “requested”, “activated”,
“denied”, “completed”}
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subject s on an object o with an action a, is a Booleanvalued expression, i.e. a TLA+ predicate, which can be
one of the following types:
– Direct Policy Rules: The expression of a direct policy rule consists of constant values or attributes of
the direct entities of the usage. The definition of
such an expression is as follows:

and for the ongoing-authorisation model as:
∆

∆

USTATUS = {“init”, “requested”, “activated”,
“terminated”, “completed”}

Therefore, the set of all functions with domain UID
and range a subset of USES is defined as [UID →
USES ].
It is worth mentioning that in TLA+ a function
defines also a table. Specifically, a TLA+ table is a
function with index values taken from the function’s
domain, and table values assigned from the function’s
range. Therefore, the proposed specification uses only a
single variable U that is a TLA+ function/table. Table
U assigns each index from the cartesian product of the
constant sets of SID, OID and AID (i.e. all the possible
usage that may be requested) to a use record in USES,
which contains the use attributes.
The definition of U as the variable in the specification is described as:
variables U
In the beginning of a TLA+ specification, several
modules may be included for supporting different operators. Our specification includes Integers which encompass arithmetic operators, e.g. and TLC module is
included to use TLA+ specific expressions such as the
RandomElement. This is declared as follows:
extends Integers, TLC

4.2 Decision Making in UseCON
In the current specification of the UseCON model, the
U variable records all the usages that have been previously exercised in the system. Policy rules in UseCON
are able to utilise information from both entities and
use attribute values. Specifically, a UseCON policy rule
that governs the allowance of a usage request from a

DirectPolicy(uid ) =
expression(e1 , e2 , . . . , en , l1 , l2 , . . . , lm )

Where ei , i ∈ 1..n are attributes of the direct entities, li , i ∈ 1..m are constant values and uid is the
identifier of the usage that is examined for allowance
or not. Access to the identifiers of a direct entity is
achieved through the uid . Specifically, uid [1] is the
subject’s id, uid [2] is the action’s id and uid [3] is
the object’s id.
– Indirect Policy Rules: The expression of an indirect
policy rule consists of attribute values stemming not
only from direct, but from indirect entities too. In
this case, the system searches in variable U for the
existence of a usage with a specific indirect entity.
The definition of such an expression is as follows:

∆

IndirectPolicy(uid ) = ∃ uidindirect ∈ U :
select(e1 , e2 , . . . , en , l1 , l2 , . . . , lm )
Where the select expression searches the existence
of a specific usage, with ei , i ∈ 1..n being the attributes of the direct entities (discovered through
uid ) or indirect entities (discovered through uidindirect ),
and li , i ∈ 1..m are constant values.
An example of an indirect policy rule could be an
expression that evaluates into true or false, if the
parent of a child has paid the usage of a toy in an
amusement park. In this example, the child is the
direct entity and the parent is an indirect entity.
The select expression should take into account the
fact that there is a use in U where the ‘parent’ id is
the sid, having a payment action.
– Complex Indirect Policy Rules: New computing paradigms introduce complex access control policies,
where the usage decision is based on information related not only to a single entity, but also to a subset
of entities. Such complex policies can be supported
in UseCON through complex indirect policy rules.
More specifically, the system may search in variable
U for all the entities that satisfy a desired (select)
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predicate. The semantics of an expression of a complex indirect policy rule is as follows:

∆

ComplexIndirectPolicy(uid ) =
∃ uidindirect1 , uidindirect2 , . . . , uidindirectk ∈ U :
select(e1 , e2 , . . . , en , l1 , l2 , . . . , lm )
Where parameters ei , i ∈ 1..n are attributes of the
direct entities (discovered through uid ) or indirect
entities (discovered through uidindirecti , i ∈ 1..k ), and
li , i ∈ 1..m are constant values.
An example of a complex indirect policy rule is one
that confirms that the balance of a number of bank
accounts is over a specific amount. Information that
is related to a set of bank accounts, those belonging to the corresponding account holders, is required
for the evaluation of the aforementioned policy rule.
Consequently, the selection expression defines the
subset of the bank accounts that belongs to specific
customers.
Moreover, two or more UseCON policy rules can be
combined together with logical operators as follows:
p = p1 ⊗ p2 ⊗ . . . ⊗ pn
where ⊗ is a logical operator (e.g. AND, OR), and
pi , i ∈ 1..n is a policy rule. The policy rule pi can be a
direct, indirect or complex indirect policy rule.

4.3 Transition Systems
Actions in the UseCON model are categorised to those
triggered by a subject’s request and those operated automatically by the usage control system. More specifically, for every use supervised by the usage control system the following actions can be triggered by a subject.
– Request: This action performs the transition from
the ‘init’ status of the use to ‘requested’.
– Complete: This action changes the state of the use
from ‘activated’ to ‘completed’.
The actions performed automatically by the usage
control system follow:
– preEvaluate: This action is performed by the usage
control system only when the allowance of the use
is governed by a pre-authorisation rule. This action
changes the status of the use to either ‘activated’ or
‘denied’, depending on the outcome of the examined
policy rule.

– onEvaluate: In case the allowance of a use is governed by an ongoing authorisation rule, the onEvaluate action is performed by the usage control system. If the particular policy rule is satisfied then the
status of the use does not change. In case the policy
rule is not satisfied, the status of the use is changed
to ‘terminated’.
– Activate: This action is performed only when the
allowance of the use is governed by an ongoing authorization rule. It follows the execution of the Request action and changes the status of the use from
‘requested’ to ‘activated’.
Any of the previous actions, modifythe status attribute value and are considered to be atomic , i.e. a
single behavioural step. The transition system for a single use UseCON system controlled by a pre and an ongoing authorisation policy rule is depicted in Figures 3
and 4, respectively.
Figures 3 and 4, depict that UseCON is a policy
neutral model that records the usage requests as they
are submitted by the system entities. However, a policy specification can be easily introduced with a predicate (see rectangle shape in figures) that determines the
granting or not of a specific usage request. In this paper,
we provide four specifications. Two generic specifications (i.e. policy independent) where the predicate randomly evaluates to TRUE or FALSE in both preUseCON
and ongoing models, with two additional policies described in the next section. In its initial state, no uses
are exercised in the system, and thus the first state of
every behaviour must satisfy the TLA+ predicate Init.
The Init predicate defines that all the uses in the tablevariable U must be in the ‘init’ status:
∆

Init =
U = [uid ∈ UID 7→ [status 7→ “init”]
Moreover, according to the time period that a use
request evaluation is performed, a pre-authorisation and
an ongoing-authorisation transition systems are created.
4.3.1 Pre-authorisation
The possible actions that can be performed on a preauthorisation UseCON system are the use request for a
new use, the evaluation of an already requested use, or
the completion of a use that is already executed. Therefore, the next action, that describes all the possible next
states could be a request, pre-evaluate, or complete action, described as follows:
∆

Next = Request ∨ preEvaluate ∨ Complete
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Fig. 3 Transition system of a single use pre-authorisation UseCON model

Fig. 4 Transition system of a single use ongoing authorisation UseCON model

More specifically, the Request action specifies a random usage request. Firstly, Request selects non deterministically 1 a use identifier uid, of a usage that is
in the ‘init’ status. Consequently, Request modifies the
status attribute value from ‘init’ to ‘requested’. The
definition of the Request action is as follows:
∆

Request =
∧ ∃ uid ∈ UID :
∧ U [uid ].status = “init”
∧ U 0 = [U except ! [uid ].status = “requested”]
The preEvaluate action examines if there are any
uses that have been requested, but have not been processed by the usage control system. Specifically, preEvaluate examines if there is a use instance with status attribute value equals to ‘requested’. Consequently,
the action evaluates the policy rule that governs the
allowance of the use that the specific use instance instantiates. Based on the outcome of that policy rule
the action modifies the status attribute value of the use
either to ‘activated’ or to ‘denied’, respectively.
In order to verify the correctness of the use entity
management of our specification we specify a policyneutral predicate by utilising the RandomElement predicate of TLA+ which arbitrarily chose the value TRUE
1

The non-determinism property is implied by the use of
the ∃ operator. For comprehensive information refer to [16].

of FALSE, as follows:
∆

PolicyNeutral (uid ) = RandomElement({TRUE , FALSE })
Therefore the specification of the preEvaluate action
follows:
∆

preEvaluate =
∃ uid ∈ UID :
∧ U [uid ].status = “requested”
∧ U 0 = [U except ! [uid ].status =
if (PolicyNeutral (uid ))
then “activated”
else “denied”]
The Complete action simulates a subject’s request
to terminate the execution of a currently active use. If
such a use exists, its status attribute value should be
equal to ‘activated’. Consequently, the ‘completed’ action modifies the status attribute value from ‘activated’
to ‘completed’. The Complete action is defined as follows:
∆

Complete =
∃ uid ∈ UID :
∧ U [uid ].status = “activated”
∧ U 0 = [U except ! [uid ].status = “completed”]
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4.3.2 Ongoing-authorisation
The transition system of the ongoing-authorisation UseCON model is differentiated from the pre-authorisation model in a number of ways. Firstly, in an ongoing model, a use that is requested is permitted to be
activated without the evaluation of any policy rule. Secondly, at a given time interval 2 , an ongoing action is
executed onEvaluate. Thus, the specification of the Next
action on an ongoing authorisation model has the following definitions:
∆

Next =
Request ∨ onActivate ∨ onEvaluate ∨ Complete
The Activate action searches for the existence of a
use with state attribute value equal to ‘requested’ and
consequently updates it to ‘activated’.
∆

onActivate = ∃ uid ∈ UID :
∧ U [uid ].status = “requested”
∧ U 0 = [U except ! [uid ].status = “activated”]

Whereas onEvaluate action evaluates an ongoing
policy rule and based on the result: 1) it does not update the use’s state, which remains equal to ‘activated’
or 2) it modifies its state attribute value to ‘terminated’,
as follows (PolicyNeutral predicate is also utilised):
∆

onEvaluate = ∃ uid ∈ UID :
∧ U [uid ].status = “activated”
∧ U 0 = [U except ! [uid ].status =
if (PolicyNeutral (uid ))
then “activated”
else “terminated”]
The source code of the specification in TLA+ is
available on Github at [8].
5 Examples of Policies
The development of an access/usage control system is
a multi-layer process that results in the definition of
an access/usage control policy, model and mechanism
[29]. A policy declares the high level directives that regulate access to resources, while the model is a formal
representation of the system. Moreover, the mechanism
defines the low-level hardware and software functions
that implement the desired policy. UseCON is a general
purpose usage control model that is capable of supporting a wide range of high level policies [9]. However, to
2

The determination of the exact interval is left open as an
implementation issue.

implement a specific high-level policy using UseCON, it
requires to specify policy rules. Policy rules are required
because they are responsible for getting a decision regarding a usage allowance and they are represented in
our specification by predicates. A motivating scenario
that uses the pre-authorisation UseCON model follows:
Usage Scenario 1: A shareholder advice company
requires from its clients to sign a non-disclosure agreement for every content they request to view. The nondisclosure agreement action can be modeled using an
“aid1” action and the view content action with “aid2”.
Thus, the PolicyNeutral predicate in the preEvaluate
action should be replaced by another predicate to implement the above policy. The predicate should be evaluated to true for the non-disclosure agreement action;
or will be evaluated to true for any other action only
if the non-disclosure agreement action has been completed for the same s, o tuple. Such a predicate can be
described as follows:

∆

Policy1(u1) = ∨ u1[2] = “aid1”
∨ ∃ u2 ∈ UID : (
∧ SameSO(u1, u2)
∧ u2[2] = “aid1”
∧ U [u2].status = “completed”
where SameSO is an expression able to validate that
usages u1 and u2 consist of the same subject and object tuple. The semantics of SameSO expression, can
be defined as follows:

∆

SameSO(u1, u2) =

∧ u1[1] = u2[1]
∧ u1[3] = u2[3]

The rationale behind the Policy1 expression is: if
subject s requests to perform action a on object o, the
requested action permitted if and only if one of the
following holds: 1) action a is the non-disclosure agreement (”aid1” id ); or 2) if action a wants to view the
object (”aid2” id ), the same subject should have already completed a non-disclosure agreement action in
the past on the same object.
Another usage scenario that highlights the expressiveness of the UseCON model and uses the ongoing
authorization model follows.
Usage Scenario 2: A multimedia content provider
has two categories of users: ’premium’ and ’free’. A
policy rule determines that whenever a free licence user
has access to an object along with a premium user, the
free licence user may be denied use of that object to
ensure a better user experience for the premium user.

Specifying and Verifying Usage Control Models and Policies in TLA+

This usage scenario follows the ongoing UseCON
model, which means that when a usage is requested it
is always activated. However, periodically 3 , the model
evaluates a predicate on all the activated usages. If the
predicate is evaluated to true the usage continues, otherwise the use is immediately terminated. Here we assume that subjects ”sid1” and ”sid2” refer to a free
and premium member, respectively, and access may be
requested by both users on the same object 4 . Thus,
the PolicyNeutral predicate in the OnEvaluate action
should be replaced by another predicate to implement
the above policy. The predicate should evaluate to true
if the usage is exercised by a premium user; or if the
usage is exercised by a free member, there is no usage activated on the same object by a premium user.
The semantics of a predicate that implements the above
logic may be specified as follows:
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are utilised for the instantiation of a specification. TLC
can check a model for deadlocks, invariants and properties. A deadlock occurs when the model reaches a state
in which its next-state action allows no successor states.
An invariant is a predicate that is evaluated on a system state. Consequently, an invariant holds on a system
specification, if and only if, every state of all the behaviours of a system satisfy that predicate. Properties
are temporal formulas that must be evaluated to true
for all the behaviours of the model. TLC has some limitations regarding the handling of a subclass of TLA+
specifications and properties that it can check [16]. A
very helpful feature of TLC is the fact that when it identifies an error during the verification process, it provides
an error trace viewer that allows the exploration in a
structured view of the debugging information. Moreover, TLC supports an arbitrary evaluation of states
and action formulas in each step of the trace.

∆

Policy2(u1) = ∨ u1[1] = “sid2”
∨ ∧ u1[1] = “sid1”
∧ ¬(∃ u2 ∈ UID :
∧ u2[1] = “sid2”
∧ u1[3] = u2[3]
∧ U [u2].status = “activated”)

6.1 Use management

One of the fundamental properties that can be verified
in a system is that of type correctness. Specifically, type
correctness is considered to be an invariant which determines that all the variables of the system are assigned
with values originating only from a specific set of values. The UseCON specification uses a single variable
6 Model Checking with TLC
U which is a table, TLA+ function, with domain the
Toolbox is an Integrated Development Environment (IDE), set of use identifiers, and range the set records with the
use attributes. The invariant property that defines type
which is designed for the definition and verification of
+
correctness in the UseCON model, is defined as follows:
TLA specifications. Specifically, the toolbox editor provides functionality for the definition and alteration of
∆
TypeOK = U ∈ [UID → USES ]
TLA+ specifications, and supports syntax highlighting.
Additionally, an automatic parser checks the defined
where UID is the set of uses IDs and USES is the set
specifications for syntax errors and presents them acof records that specifies the use entities, as these are
cordingly by marking them in the used modules.
+
described in Section 4.1.
The tool in use for the verification of a TLA specifiA use is capable of recording detailed historical incation in toolbox is the TLC model checker. Specifically,
formation
about the operation of system usages. ConseTLC explicitly generates and computes all the possible
quently,
a
valid implementation of the UseCON model,
states of a system. However, many times the specificawhere
multiple
use processes are operating concurrently,
tion of a system might contain an infinite number of
depends
on
a
proper
management of the use instances
states. TLC handles such specifications, by choosing a
that represent these uses. Specifically, all use instances
finite model of the system and in turn checks it thormust adhere only to the state transitions depicted in
oughly. Specifically, the creation of a system’s model in
Figures 3 and 4 for the pre-authorisation and ongoingTLC requires the definition of its specifications, properauthorisation models, respectively. Based on that, a
ties and values of constant parameters. A specification
number of safety and liveness properties can be derepresents all the behaviours that have to be checked.
fined. For example, a safety property (a faulty state
Moreover, the values assigned to constant parameters
cannot be reached) states that a use instance cannot be
3
The time period in which the ongoing predicates are evalevaluated as ‘requested’ or ‘activated’ or ‘denied’ in its
uated is implementation-specific by the UseCON model
status attribute, if it has previously been evaluated as
4
Since the specification of attributes is not present in the
’completed’. The semantics in TLA+ that verify safety
current model, we express the different categories of users
properties in a pre and ongoing authorisation model
through their IDs.
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Table 2 Safety properties in UseCON

Pre

Ongoing

Current state
Completed
Activated
Denied
Requested
Completed
Activated
Terminated
Requested

Safety properties
¬ state
Init or Requested or Activated
Init or Requested or Denied
Init or Requested or Activated
Init
Init or Requested or Activated
Init or Requested
Init or Requested or Activated
Init

or Denied
or Denied
or Denied
or Completed

Table 3 Liveness properties in UseCON

Pre

Ongoing

Liveness properties
Current state 3 state
Activated
Completed
Init
Requested
Requested
Activated or Denied
Requested
Activated
Init
Requested
Activated
Completed or Terminated

(depicted in Table 2) are expressed by the following
temporal formulae:
Safety Pre Completed = 2(∀ uid n ∈ UID :
U [uid n].status = “completed” =⇒
2 ¬( ∨ U [uid n].status = “init”
∨ U [uid n].status = “requested”
∨ U [uid n].status = “activated”
∨ U [uid n].status = “denied”))
∆
Safety Pre Activated = 2(∀ uid n ∈ UID :
U [uid n].status = “activated” =⇒
2 ¬( ∨ U [uid n].status = “init”
∨ U [uid n].status = “requested”
∨ U [uid n].status = “denied”))
∆
Safety Pre Denied = 2(∀ uid n ∈ UID :
U [uid n].status = “denied” =⇒
2 ¬( ∨ U [uid n].status = “init”
∨ U [uid n].status = “requested”
∨ U [uid n].status = “activated”
∨ U [uid n].status = “completed”))
∆
Safety Pre Requested = 2(∀ uid n ∈ UID :
U [uid n].status = “requested” =⇒
2 ¬(U [uid n].status = “init”))
∆
Safety On Completed = ∀ uid n ∈ UID :
U [uid n].status = “completed” =⇒
2 ¬( ∨ U [uid n].status = “init”
∨ U [uid n].status = “requested”
∨ U [uid n].status = “activated”
∨ U [uid n].status = “terminated”)
∆
Safety On Activated = ∀ uid n ∈ UID :
U [uid n].status = “activated” =⇒
2 ¬( ∨ U [uid n].status = “init”
∨ U [uid n].status = “requested”)
∆

∆

Safety On Terminated = ∀ uid n ∈ UID :
U [uid n].status = “terminated” =⇒
2 ¬( ∨ U [uid n].status = “init”
∨ U [uid n].status = “requested”
∨ U [uid n].status = “activated”
∨ U [uid n].status = “completed”)
∆
Safety On Requested = ∀ uid n ∈ UID :
U [uid n].status = “requested” =⇒
2 ¬(U [uid n].status = “init”)
In addition, the definition of liveness properties in
the UseCON model determine all the valid state transitions regarding any use instance. For example, Figure 3
presents that a use instance that has at any given state
a status attribute value that is evaluated to ’activated’,
then its attributed value must be eventually evaluated
as ’completed’. All the possible state transitions that
are eligible to be performed are depicted in Table 3.
For the pre and ongoing authorisation UseCON model
these properties can be expressed in TLA+ as follows:

∆

Liveness Pre Activated =
∀ uid n ∈ UID : U [uid
; U [uid
∆
Liveness Pre Init =
∀ uid n ∈ UID : U [uid
; U [uid
∆
Liveness Pre Requested =
∀ uid n ∈ UID : U [uid
; ( ∨ U [uid
∨ U [uid
∆
Liveness On Requested =

n].status = “activated”
n].status = “completed”
n].status = “init”
n].status = “requested”
n].status = “requested”
n].status = “activated”
n].status = “denied”)
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∀ uid n ∈ UID : U [uid
; U [uid
∆
Liveness On Init =
∀ uid n ∈ UID : U [uid
; U [uid
∆
Liveness On Activated =
∀ uid n ∈ UID : U [uid
; ( ∨ U [uid
∨ U [uid

n].status = “requested”
n].status = “activated”
n].status = “init”
n].status = “requested”
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∆

Liveness2Scenario2 = ∀ uid ∈ UID : (
uid [1] = “sid1” ∧ (U [uid ].status 6= “completed”
∨ U [uid ].status 6= “terminated”)) ;
(U [uid ].status = “completed” ∨
U [uid ].status = “terminated”)

An additional third property defines that a free lin].status = “activated”
n].status = “completed” cence user can always complete his usage if he begins
n].status = “terminated”) that after being completed by a premium user. The
aforementioned property can be expressed as follows:

6.2 Usage scenarios policies
Usage scenario 1 is based on the pre-authorisation and
usage scenario 2 is based on the ongoing authorisation UseCON model. Therefore, the safety and liveness
properties of those models, as defined in the previous
subsection, should also be valid in these two scenarios.
Moreover, additional policy-specific properties can
be verified in usage scenarios 1 and 2. Specifically, a
property that examines: if a subject is viewing an object then it must already exercise the non-disclosure
agreement action. Such a property can be verified for
usage scenario 1. The aforementioned property is expressed as an invariant in TLA+ as follows:

∆

Safety1 = ∀ u1 ∈ UID :
( ∧ u1[2] 6= “aid1”
∧ U [u1].status = “activated” =⇒
(∃ u2 ∈ UID :
∧ u2[2] = “aid1”
∧ U [u2].status = “completed”
∧ SAMESO(u1, u2)))
where the SameSO expression has the same semantics
as in the Policy1 predicate expression.
Similarly, there are three policy-specific properties
that are expressed as TLA+ temporal formulas for usage scenario 2. The first property defines that a premium user will always complete her usage, and the usage will never be terminated by the usage control system, unless completed. The aforementioned property
can be expressed as follows:
∆

Liveness1Scenario2 = ∀ uid ∈ UID :
(uid [1] = “sid2” ∧ U [uid ].status 6= “completed”) ;
(U [uid ].status = “completed”)
A second property could state that the usage of a
free licence user can be completed or terminated. The
aforementioned property can be expressed as follows:

Liveness3Scenario2 = 2(∀ uid 1, uid 2 ∈ UID :
∧ uid 1[3] = uid 2[3]
∧ uid 1[1] = “sid1”
∧ uid 2[1] = “sid2”
∧ U [uid 1].status = “requested”
∧ U [uid 2].status = “completed” =⇒
32(U [uid 1].status = “completed”))
∆

6.3 Faulty policies
In this subsection, we consider the insertion of on a
number of faulty policies in the specification. In the
following, we revisit the above mentioned policy examples, modify them (insert faults) and investigate the
outcome of the verification process.
The predicate used to implement policy 1 (preUseCON
model) has been modified as follows:
∆

MPolicy1(u1) =
∨ ∧ u1[2] = “aid1”
∨ ∃ u2 ∈ UID : (
∧ u1[1] = u2[1]
∧ u2[2] = “aid1”
∧ ∨ U [u2].status = “activated”
∨ U [u2].status = “completed”)
Compared with the original policy, this predicate
guarantees that a usage request from ”sid1” with any
action other than ”aid1” (e.g. view document) on an
object is allowed only if previously a usage of ”sid1”
with action ”aid1” (i.e. non-disclosure agreement) has
been completed. However, the predicate fails in the
sense the above mentioned usage requests are not restricted on the same object. Therefore, it is possible
that subject ”sid1” may complete a non-disclosure agreement usage (i.e. action ”aid1”) on any object (i.e. ”oid1”
object) and then will be able to view any object.
The model run with the following entities, i.e. subject:”sid1”, actions:”aid1”, ”aid2” and objects:”oid1”,
”oid2”) and TLC detects a violation on invariant Safety1.
Additionally, in the error trace field of the Toolbox an
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Table 4 Performance evaluation
Authorisation
model

Pre

Ongoing

Uses

Diameter

8
8
8
8
10
10
10
10
8
8
8
8
10
10
10
10

25
25
25
25
31
31
31
31
25
25
25
25
31
31
31
31

States
found
1870480
1870220
1870830
393217
58575316
58576741
58577250
7864321
2499671
2499449
2499451
793153
78123847
78122850
78122882
17845921

Distinct
states
389919
389889
389969
65536
9763305
9763492
9763553
1048576
390570
390538
390538
104976
9765474
9765362
9765372
1889568

Termination

Safety

Liveness

Policies

00:00:22
–
–
–
00:00:55
–
–
–
00:00:24
–
–
–
00:00:55
–
–
–

–
00:04:39
–
–
–
02:52:26
–
–
–
00:05:04
–
–
–
03:24:40
–
–

–
–
00:01:18
–
–
–
00:35:08
–
–
–
00:01:15
–
–
–
00:41:21
–

–
–
–
00:00:22
–
–
–
00:00:25
–
–
–
00:00:57
–
–
–
00:26:56

* Time in HH:MM:SS

example behaviour that violates Safety1 is provided.
Variable U holds in a state the following values:
( <<"sid1", "aid1", "oid2">> :>
[status |-> "completed"] @@
<<"sid1", "aid2", "oid2">> :>
[status |-> "init"] @@
<<"sid1", "aid1", "oid1">> :>
[status |-> "init"] @@
<<"sid1", "aid2", "oid1">> :>
[status |-> "requested"] )
In the next state of the above behaviour, the last
usage (i.e. having UID ”sid1, aid2, oid1”) change its
status attribute value from ”requested” to ”activated”.
This is caused since ”sid1” has performed ”aid1” on
”oid1” (i.e. having UID ”sid1, aid1, oid2”). However,
this behaviour violates our policy since it is required for
every subject to complete a non-disclosure agreement
(compulsory) on the same object.
The predicate used to implement policy 2 (ongoing
authorisation model) has been altered in two versions.
The specification of the first follows:
∆

MPolicy2 1(u1) =
∨ u1[1] = “sid2”
∨ ∧ u1[1] = “sid1”
∧ ¬(∃ u2 ∈ UID :
∧ u2[1] = “sid2”
∧ U [u2].status = “activated”)

The previous alteration of the predicate violates temporal formula Liveness3Scenario2. That formula states
that ”sid2” completes the usage of a specific object,
when ”sid1” requests to use that object in the future,
that usage should be allowed for completion (i.e. reach
”complete” state). This is because ”sid2” will never ask
the same usage again.
The model run with the following entities, i.e. subject:”sid1, sid2”, actions:”aid1” and objects: ”oid1, oid2”)
and TLC detects a violation of the Liveness3Scenario2
temporal formula. Variable U holds in a state the following values:
( <<"sid2", "aid1", "oid2">> :>
[status |-> "activated"] @@
<<"sid2", "aid1", "oid1">> :>
[status |-> "completed"] @@
<<"sid1", "aid1", "oid1">> :>
[status |-> "activated"] )
In the next state of the above behaviour, the status
attribute of usage with UID ”sid1, aid1, oid1” changes
from ”activated” to ”terminated”. That happened since
usage UID ”sid2, aid1, oid2” is ”activated” despite the
fact that they are both operating on different objects.
However, this violates the temporal formula, because
”sid2” has already completed usage on object ”oid1”
(i.e. UID ”sid2, aid1, oid1”). A predicate that implements an additional alteration of policy2, follows:
∆

Compared with the original predicate, this one terminates any usage requested from subject ”sid1” if a
usage from subject ”sid2” is activated on any object.
Therefore, a usage of ”sid1” will be terminated even if
”sid2” exercises a usage on a different object.

MPolicy2 2(u1) = ∧ u1[1] = “sid1”
∧ ¬(∃ u2 ∈ UID :
∧ u2[1] = “sid2”
∧ u1[3] = u2[3]
∧ U [u2].status = “activated”)
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Compared with the original predicate this one al– Ongoing (10 uses): 2 subjects {”sid1”, ”sid2”}, 5
ways terminates usages requested by subject ”sid2”.
objects {”oid1”, ”oid2”, ”oid3”, ”oid4”, ”oid5”}, 1
The aforementioned predicate violates the Liveness1Scenario2 action {”aid1”}.
temporal formula, which states that every usage reAlthough higher numbers of uses were considered,
quested by ”sid2” will always be completed. Indeed,
the verification process had to be interrupted due to the
running the model with the following entities, i.e. subexcessive amount of time required for its completion.
ject:”sid1, sid2”, actions:”aid1” and objects: ”oid1”)
When considered 12 uses the verification exceeded the
TLC detects a violation. A counterexample behaviour
14 hours without being finished. Based on our previous
is shown bellow in which the status variable of a ”sid2”
experience with TLC and large models, it might be the
usage becomes terminated.
case that TLC would not terminate the verification for
12 uses and generate an ’java.lang.OutOfMemoryError:
( <<"sid2", "aid1", "oid1">> :>
GC overhead limit exceeded’ error message – an indica[status |-> "terminated"] )
tion of memory exhaustion, i.e. the Java virtual machine spent an excessive amount of time performing
Garbage Collection and was able to reclaim very lit6.4 Performance Evaluation
tle heap space.
The verification of the examined model was performed
Even though we were not able to get verification
using TLA+ Tool version 1.7.0 and running TLC verresults for more than 10 uses, a system instance could
sion 2.15 on Ubuntu 18.04. The hardware specificahave more uses than the analysed ones. Thus, one could
tions of the host system are: 2x Intel(R) Xeon(R) Gold
argue that our analyses offer no a priori guarantees for
6130 Processors; 128 GB DDR4 2666 of physical mema system with more than 10 uses. However, an obserory; and 512GB SATA3 SSD. The verification was pervation known as the ’small scope hypothesis’[13] states
formed using the ’most’ option on the ’How to run’ field
that analysing small system instances suffices in pracon ToolBox.
tice since a high proportion of bugs can be found by
A first set of results were collected by verifying terverifying a system for all inputs within some (usually
mination states for the UseCON model. Specifically, in
small) scope. A plethora of empirical studies [1, 23, 30]
a pre-authorisation UseCON model, we consider all the
support this hypothesis. For example, Yuan et al. [30]
uses of the model to be requested, and therefore, to be
analysed production failures in distributed data inteneither in the ‘activated’ state or in the ‘denied’ state.
sive systems and showed that simple testing can prevent
The uses being activated were finally completed. Theremost critical failures. In particular, the aforementioned
fore, the final state in every use must be ‘denied’ or
study showed that out of the 198 bug reports that were
‘completed’. The TLC model checker evaluates all the
analysed for several distributed systems, 98% of those
behaviours of the model and terminates when it reaches
bugs could be triggered in a verification setting of three
to a deadlock, and the actions of the deadlocked beor fewer processes. The small scope hypothesis has been
haviour are presented along with the attribute values in
well supported by empirical analysis and has served as
each state. Moreover, we performed a verification of the
the basis of lightweight modeling and analysis [13, 31].
model against safety and liveness properties described
Based on the small scope hypothesis, we believe that
in Section 6.1. The verification was finished without
our analyses for up to 10 uses suffices for identifying
raising any errors5 , but this applies only for the verifia high proportion of errors. To support this claim, we
cation of ≤ 10 uses for both the pre and ongoing auintroduced errors in our model and checked whether we
thorisation models. The input data used to verify each
can successfully catch these within the 10 uses scope.
of the authorisation models are:
Our methodology is described in detail in Section 6.3
(faulty policies), where we showed that our scope was
– Pre model (8 uses): 2 subjects {”sid1”, ”sid2”}, 2
sufficient for identifying all faults that were introduced.
objects {”oid1”, ”oid2”}, 2 actions {”aid1”, ”aid2”}.
The collected verification results (see Table 4) re– Pre model (10 uses): 5 subjects {”sid1”, ”sid2”,
quires a better understanding of the internal proce”sid3”, ”sid4”, ”sid5”}, 1 object {”oid1”}, 2 actions
dures TLC is applying to compute the behaviours of
{”aid1”, ”aid2”}.
the model (i.e. generation of the transition system).
– Ongoing (8 uses): 2 subjects {”sid1”, ”sid2”}, 4
Initially, TLC computes the states that verify the Init
objects {”oid1”, ”oid2”, ”oid3”, ”oid4”}, 1 action
predicate and inserts them into a set G. For every state
{”aid1”}.
s ∈ G, TLC computes all the possible states t such that
5
s 7→ t can be a step in a behaviour. Specifically, TLC
Termination is successful if, for all behaviours, the specisubstitutes the values assigned to variables by state s
fication ends.
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for the unprimed variables of the Next action, and then
it computes all the possible assignment of values to the
primed variables that makes the Next action true. Every state t, found by the former procedure, is added to
set G if it does not already exist. The previous two actions are repeated until no new states can be added in
G. Therefore, the verification results produced by TLC
incorporate information about: 1) the Diameter, which
describes the number of states in the longest path of
G in which no state appears twice; 2) the States found,
which describe the number of examined states; 3) the
Distinct States, which describe the number of examined distinct states. The verification results produced
by TLC for the pre and ongoing UseCON models are
presented in Table 4. An additional column presents
the actual running time of the TLC model checker in
hh:mm:ss format.
Furthermore, looking closer at the performance results in Table 4, we elaborate on a number of observations that result in strengthening our confidence with
regard to the correctness of the UseCON specification.
Firstly, the evaluation of the ongoing-authorisation model
creates a larger number of states compared with the
pre-authorisation model. This is explained by the fact
that the ongoing model contains a larger number of actions. Another useful observation is that the execution
of a policy-neutral UseCON model (i.e. pre- or ongoing) has significantly more states compared with the
UseCON model that implements a specific policy. This
difference is explained by the fact that a policy introduces a predicate, which restricts the next steps of a
preEvaluate or onEvaluate action. Finally, there is a
significant difference in the verification time between
the safety and the liveness properties. Specifically, the
liveness properties are verified in less time compared
with the safety ones. This difference is explained by the
fact that safety properties are using the ’always’ operator imposing the TLC model checker to verify them
in every state. While the liveness properties are verified
only on the states where the first part of the operator
is true due to the implication operator.
7 Conclusion
In this paper, we used TLA+ tools to analyse and verify
UseCON’s use management processes. Specifically, the
trace of the termination states verified that the defined
specifications of the system operate correctly and a set
of safety and liveness properties ensured the correctness
of UseCON’s transition systems and example policies.
An advantage of using model checking techniques for
the verification of usage control models is the provision
of formal guarantees with regard to the correctness of
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the model, without requiring an implementation of it.
We also demonstrated how policy rules can be verified
in usage control models – specifically in UseCON – assuming both a pre and ongoing authorisation model.
These are of interest since a use request might lead
to a policy violation in concurrent uses. Thus, any use
request should be followed by an evaluation of all policy rules in all uses in the system to avoid conflicts
and violations. The insertion of faulty policies is also
considered to validate the correctness of the specifications. Nevertheless, known issues of model checking, i.e.
state explosion problem, prevented the timely verification of uses when these increase in number. This resulted in providing formal guarantees for the correctness of UseCON for ≤ 10 uses for both the pre and
ongoing authorisation models. Considering the small
scope hypothesis, we argue that analysing small system
instances suffices in practice to find a high proportion
of bugs by verifying a system for all inputs within some
(usually small) scope. However, if stronger guarantees
are required, other options and tools may have to be
considered such as theorem provers. We anticipate our
work to shed light in the application of formal verification techniques in the domain of usage/access control,
which could be beneficial when considering their application in complex systems (e.g. the Cloud [11]).
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